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Abstract

Purpose: The aim of the present study was to provide an optimal model of organizational culture in educational organization of Khorasan Razavi. Methodology: To reach this purpose, a qualitative data research method or grounded theory had been used. Fifteen experts on the subject were interviewed in order to obtain the required data in this study. After conducting interviews, data analysis was performed using open coding, axis coding, and selective coding of Strauss and Corbin. Findings: After data analysis, the paradigm or optimal model of organizational culture for educational organization of Khorasan Razavi was extracted and obtained. This model had a causal condition, grounded conditions, interventional conditions, strategies and outcomes. Discussion: Based on the results of the present research, suggested such as addressing the current and future needs of learners, changing on the basis of community changes, paying attention to the modern ability of individuals to recruit new forces, the use of active and modern methods of teaching and learning, earning income for schools, decentralization, clear and transparent performance criteria, and the involvement of stakeholders in decision making.
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1. Introduction

Organizational culture as a set of shared beliefs and values affects the behavior of the members of the organization and it can be considered as a starting point for movement and dynamism or as a barrier to progress. Since the new development plans are looking at the fundamental organizational transformation, organizational culture is one of the most fundamental areas for changing the organization. Thus, the purpose of these programs was to transform the culture of the organization into a platform for transformation. Social transformations, accelerated and challenging technologies, the emergence of new missions in organizations have made it imperative to adapt to the new conditions of flexibility (Denison, 2006).

The culture of a miniature organization was the macroeconomic processes of the organization's environment, with the emerging categories of information and communication technology, the phenomenon of globalization and how to deal with it, demographic changes, constant education, booming knowledge, ethical crises, an increasingly knowledgeable learning organization, considering the quality and effectiveness of the organization creates the necessity of appropriate ground in creative organizational culture at all organizational levels. The attitude of organizational members at culture and function could be effective in their organization's behavior along with changes in the last century. Should we surrender to changes and wait for fate or actively trying to create ideal conditions? In fact, without deep understanding of the cultural values of society, one cannot properly understand organizational behavior. One of the most important concepts in behavioral science was the role culture plays in human behavior. Although it has not yet been completely evaluated (James, 2003).

The culture determines what man learns and how he behaves. As to how culture was created, it was a phenomenon that stems from natural demands and social forces. Organizational culture, as a set of shared beliefs and values had an impact on the behavior and thought of the members of the organization and could be a starting point for movement and dynamism or a barrier to progress. Organizational culture is one of the most fundamental aspects of organizational change. Considering that the new evolutionary programs were looking at the fundamental organizational transformation, the purpose of these programs was to change the organization's culture as a basis for transformation (Zuber, 2003).

The purpose of organizational culture was a system of shared inference that members have toward an organization, and this same feature divides the two organizations from each other. A lack of a strong organizational culture could reduce the organizational effectiveness and efficiency of the organization, which could help to strengthen the organization despite the appropriate organizational culture (Martin, 2002).

Organizational culture was one of the concepts that had been strongly influenced by management thinking in recent decades. Organizations, like societies, have their own culture that differentiates them. The 1980s should be the beginning of a researching again on the issue of organizational culture. The interested in conducting further research on organizational culture stems from a variety of factors. The following could be mentioned: firstly, the eighties were the decade of globalization of organizations and businesses; therefore, the issue of coordination between the staff of such organizations was the trendy discussion. Secondly, during this decade, it became clear that different levels of organizational performance could be attributed to the type of organization's culture. Third, organizational culture could act as a source for sustainable competitive advantage; because some cultures cannot be easily imitated by competitors, it is also possible to point out the emergence of Japan's economic and industrial power as a significant
competitor against the United States, which researchers considered cultural differences as one of the main reasons between the two countries (Quinn and Cameron, 2006).

There was no theoretical agreement between the various disciplines on the definition of organizational culture; however, from an organizational point of view, culture had been interpreted as a strong chain that provides sustainability of the organization (Denson, 2006). Organizational culture had attracted a lot of attention due to its impressive impact on organizations. In recent years, the focus had also been drawn to educational systems. Among the different elements of the system of education in schools, teachers were the central nucleus and real implements of the education system and the impact of their behaviors on society is so high that we can say that the happiness of the country was in their hands. On the other hand, the changes that were taking place in different fields today have raised the focus of attention on organizational culture, because organizational culture had a strong impact on various aspects of management, including knowledge management. Knowledge management was the most important activity of an organization (Mirsepasi, 2015).

Knowledge creates a competitive advantage, and organizations that weren’t able to obtain the necessary work knowledge and use it properly are compelled to defeat in the competition. Knowledge management was one of the tools that could help organizations to reach their goals. Therefore, the main issue in this research was to provide an appropriate model for organizational culture in education. Due to the lack of familiarity of students and teachers with the organizational culture, which was a modern and creative, was the reason to carry out this research. In this research, we are looking for an appropriate organizational culture for the educational organization of Khorasan Razavi, which was coordinated according to the conditions of this province, and this culture was institutionalized in a desirable way. (Nunka, 1995). Finally, we were looking at the question of which model of organizational culture were appropriated in the educational organization of Khorasan Razavi and what are features and dimensions? (Mirsepasi, 2015)

Culture could be regarded as a phenomenon that embraces all aspects of our time and it was constantly created and shaped through the interaction of individuals (Behroozi, 2009). The culture of any organization is the result of years of experience in accomplishing organizational goals and the relationships that individuals in that organization have accomplished with these goals together and with the outside. Interacting the member of the organization together with their work and their duties, will create value and behaviors that will be acceptable, all of which can be counted on the power of the organization’s culture (Fatehi, 2000).

Culture in an organization was as a personality in a human being. Fundamental assumptions, beliefs, principles, norms, and values as the foundation of a company's organization are the foundation of its existed, it defined a good and bad point. Organizational culture was considered as the main factor in organizing it and it had a significant impact on other important organizational factors were including organization structure and design, internal and external environment of organization, technology, human resources and management style and, most importantly, the organization's strategy. On the other hand, it defined the culture of beings and non-beings and forms the organization's behavioral form. Organizational culture had an important role in internal control and employee behavior and in preventing undesirable behaviors due to the nature of effective impact that could affect the behavior of the members of the organization (Mahmoudi, 2005).

In spite of a strong and coherent culture, people were more satisfied with the sense of responsibility and commitment than the values and norms while they were more aware of the goals and strategies of the organization. Despite strong management, it leaded to improved morale and
motivation and ultimately improves organizational performance and perfection. In this way, culture could be considered as an asset and capital, and if culture, objectives and organization's adaptive strategies were not met, culture should be regarded as a debt that reduces organizational performance (Mamizadeh, 1982).

The study of organizational culture had become a requirement for professional growth and a comprehensive and flexible model of education is needed. Thus, it could help students and practitioners to succeed in both personal and professional sectors. The benefits of this research for managers and experts in education authorities and establishments could be fruitful and could help to increase their productivity and effectiveness. Considering the culture and the organizational community and the national and international community was not a strange issue, but the value and nature of it had been more evident for decades, and many scholars had carried out many researches in this field. Studies of culture that occurred in the early 1980s had shown that culture in an organization was as a personality in a human being. Undoubtedly, one had to admit that man creates culture and culture creates men. Culture teaches human beings how to be persistent and have constant thoughts and to organize them in the form of complex groups with a separate and special task. Stable and sustainable thoughts were difficult to transform after they were in the mind. Since the fate of human behavior was a reaction that he can withstand against the cultural elements that are presented to him, that is, he could reverse or alter the construction of them (the explanation)(Manurian, 2003).

There was a close connection between organizational culture and the general culture of society, it evolved a large part of organizational behavior and development and helped to bring about the transformation and sustainability of desirable and measured behavior. Conducting research in organizational culture had sought to assess how employees were viewed by their organization, whether the organization was overly structured? Does innovation was rewarded? Will conflicts overcome? Organizational culture, despite its long history, was a topic that has recently emerged in management knowledge, especially in the area of organizational development and, if attention was paid, it could be considered as one of the most important factors affecting the organization's productivity. In this section, the concept of culture, its definitions, missions, goals, functions, features of culture and its types, learner organization and strategies, models, be discussed and argued (Robbins, 2007).

Farhang (Culture) was a Persian word and consists of two words, "Far" and "Hang". "Far" was a prefix and was meant to be high and "Hang" was from the Avesta root of the rock meaning pulling heaviness and weights. The meaning of their combination was also means raising and pulling out. According to Taylor, culture was set of a learned, complex, and systematic of knowledge, arts, beliefs, rituals, rights and customs as the source of good and many things that a person had gained from his own society. Culture measures its organization and practices. It was something like the "operating system" of an organization that guides employees how to thought and feel and act. Culture was dynamic and fluid and never can be fixed. Culture might not be effective or influential under a set of conditions (Pourkazemi, 2004).

**Effective factors in the formation of organizational culture**

According to Edgar Schein, organizational culture responds to two major challenges facing each organization: external stability and survival, and internal unity. External stability and integrity related to the organization's position in the environment, how the organization could encounter with environmental changes. External stability and integrity included the following steps:
Table 1. Steps for stability and external integrity and survival

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Steps for stability and external integrity and survival</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mission and strategy</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Objectives</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Equipment</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Measurement</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Correction</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Internal unity was about creating and maintaining effective working relationships between members of the organization and it includes the following:

Table 2. The Facts on Internal Unity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Internal unity facts on Internal Unity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Creating common language and concepts</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Defining the limits and criteria for interference and interdiction</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Distribution of services and dignity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Developing the norms of devotion and affection</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Definition and explanation of rewards</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Functions of organizational culture**

1) Grant identity and personality to members of the organizational identity was reinforced by the allocation of rewards, which thus enhances creativity. 2) Creating a group commitment.

Employees who had accepted organizational culture tend to be proud of their long-term presence in the organization and proud of being a member of the organization. 1) Increase the stability of the social system: the stability of the social system represented a positive and reinforcing work environment in which the phenomenon of change and conflict was effectively controlled in such an environment. 2) Helped to stabilize employee behavior by understanding the environment in the organization. This function helped employees understand the causes of organizational activities and how to create and reached the organization for long-term goals.

Each organizational culture provided four functions, in order to find out how the function works, it is necessary to carry out an informative feature of this function: 1) It give employees an organizational identity: what highlights a company, its ability to attract, maintain the talented people. 2) It makes it easy for a group to commit: general commitment could be defined as the psychological association of an individual or group to an organization in which the feeling of engagement was loyal and faithful to the values of the organization. Because service rewards were
higher than the current standards, middle managers receive generous rewards. 3) It encourages the stability of the social system: because employees, with the feeling and confidence in occupational safety, create an atmosphere that was an unusual future of exuberant commitment to hard work and the adoption of precise oversight. 4) By helping members to find out about their work, they shape their behavior: in this case, the elites get to the fullest job and start their job from the lowest rank and were familiar with successful staff with the fundamental principles of the organization (Bagherizadeh, 1375).

Learning organizational culture features

The organizational culture of learning organizations was a culture in which valuable learning was encouraged and induced, and the barriers to learning were not tolerated (Partiya, 2005). The essential part of the learner organization was the ability to produce modern knowledge and to take advantage of it in new opportunities that open up to the organization, which entails questioning the status quo and how to do things, which facilitates entering new ideas to the organization. In other words, learning culture was a stimulating culture of experience in which employees are encouraged to work on new ideas and to continuously improve work processes (Senge, 1991).

In the learning culture, it was tried to expand public trust throughout the organization. In this regard, face-to-face interaction plays an essential role and was considered as a social guarantee for building communication and trust in the organization. The culture of learning support creates an atmosphere of trust in the organization in which individuals express their opinions freely and through dialogue they share in the mental models and knowledge of each other and were not afraid of punishment. The culture of the learning organization were the culture of equality and fairness, which is defined to facilitate continuous improvement and adaptation to environmental changes, norms, symbols and beliefs. For example, in some companies, instead of the word "individuals", "human resources" is used, all employees were considered a leader, and all managers value their employees, and employees, in turn, respect the customers. Everyone in such a culture feel valued. Managers transfer their feelings to the employees and to their customers (James, 2003). Today, the creation of "Global learning organizations" is said to be the result of a futuristic process that tries to transform the organization's culture at all its levels into a globalized world culture. This culture shows the fundamental differences in the world and considers the issues of change and tries to attract the best employees, respond to differences and changes. Such an organization tries to increase the level of customer service by emphasizing the learning culture, and develop innovation and awareness of diverse global issues, and enhance creativity, teamwork, and organizational quality. Such a culture tried to reduce the costs of employee differentials and productivity. Other features of the culture of the global learning organization are as follows: (Thomas, 2002).

Senior managers consider themselves to be responsible for creating an appropriate organizational climate. 1) Systems and procedures are continually tested to ensure that they support diversity, creativity and global thinking. 2) The processes of recruitment, promotion, and improvement of staff are based on multiple sources and are designed to suit the global philosophy of the organization.

2. Methodology

The grounded theory method was used in conducting research. The grounded theory was a qualitative research method used to examine the social processes existing in human interactions and the structure that led to it. Using this method, a theory was discovered by a method of induction
of experiences and interactions, relations, documentation, literature, and observations. The pivot point in the analysis process in the data approach is the "coding" foundation. Coding in the theory of data, the foundation database was a form of content analysis that sought to conceptualize the controversial issue that exist among the mass of data. (Danaeifard, 2005). The process of separating data from sampling, description, and expression is encoded with short sentences in a table. In general, this strategy transforms data from information sources into a set of codes, common codes into concepts, and then converted concepts into some kind of category, and eventually theories are created from the categories.

**Statistical sample**

The population and the statistical sample of the present study were defined according to the chosen strategy for conducting research (the method of grounded theory) below the qualitative research approach. Since, according to the research strategy stages, the researcher referred 15 people to the information collection (first-hand data). Therefore, the research community was the experts in the field of education policy in Khorasan Razavi province that had knowledge and experience in the subject. This method supported a unique approach in a person's targeted sampling for an interview or observation called "theoretical sampling" that distinguished it from other quantitative and qualitative approaches to data collection.

**Axial encoding**

In the central coding, the main categories and subcategories were identified by linking the categories between the concepts and the data; in this way, one category was based on the analysis axis and coding based on it. This will narrow the research circle, suggesting a theoretical sampling to give the theory a more concise and more robust form.

In other words, the pivotal coding was the process of linking the categories to their subcategories, and linking the categories to the level of attributes and dimensions. Subcategories were shown below.

The central category of causative conditions and its subcategories

This pivotal category had qualitative, prospective, and community needs. Each of these categories also includes the following categories. The qualitative category included the consideration of the quality aspects at each level and in everything in the organization and culture of the customer. Future categories included discussions about globalization and its effects on educational systems, including looking at living conditions for the organization, especially for
students. The category of community needs also involves meeting the goals and expectations of the community.

The underlying category of intervening factors and its subcategories

Because in axial coding, the category that was selected as the axis for the other categories should communicate between its subcategories and indicate the characteristics of the subcategories. The title of this category was the intervener selected. Each of the categories that fall under the category of interventional category also had sub-categories.

The core category of the field and its subcategories

When the context was discussed, the conditions or grounds that cause something to grow or not grow cross the mind. In the present study, we have chosen the title of the axial category that the subcategories in this category provided the context for the growth and success of the model. In other words, if the categories presented in the provincial education organization are appropriate
and desirable, we could have said that the fields of success of the model of the present research were provided and the model can, if implemented, achieve its goals.

The core of the strategies and its subcategories

The strategy of the topic was another central issue that had been extracted from the interviews conducted in this study. Each organization might have specific strategies or strategies in its own context or conditions to achieve its goals, which will outline how the organization will achieve its goals. In the present study, the provincial education organization could achieve its goals using the strategies presented by this model. The core axis of the strategy had the following categories of axis participation, pivotal skills, teaching methods, and performance.

The central issue of the outcomes and objectives and its subcategories

Because of this, the goal option could be used to capture all three categories of individual skills acquisition, group skills and community needs. Each of the categories below the category mentioned in this section had its own subcategories.

Selective coding and making propositions
Selection coding was the process of integrating and improving the categories so that the research results take the form of theory.

The resulting pattern was called the "Collaborative Learner Pattern". This name had been chosen for studying and participating in accordance with the explanation of the cultural theory of the provincial education organization. In other words, according to the current theory, the education organization of educational organization of Khorasan Razavi province could be successful in putting the participatory learning culture at the top of all its affairs.

Collaborative learner paradigm: The obtained pattern an optimal organizational culture of education in educational organization of Khorasan Razavi

According to the model, the causative conditions, that was, the factors that led to the emergence of collaborative learner culture, in other words, for the creation of this culture, are necessary for the existence of these factors. The underlying factors represented the success and implementation of the causative factors, that is, if the underlying factors were provided, the causal conditions be better and faster triggered by the phenomenon (in the present study, the collaborative learner culture) and lead to Success. Intervener conditions also indicated the emergence and expression of causative factors, or, in other words, their existence led to improvement and their absence led to a defect in the affairs of the causative factors. After the essential factors for the phenomenon or culture that were created and the field of their implementation were provided, as well as the factors of intervention, were determined, they should select strategies to achieve the desired outcomes in accordance with the explanation of the desired pattern if all the factors mentioned will be able to provide the appropriate results for the model. In the next chapter, we will discuss the dimensions of the pattern and also why these dimensions will be discussed (Zuber, 2003).
Background
1. Human Force
2. Technology
3. Thrust
4. Skilled student
5. Giving money and money

Strategies
1. Axial partnership
2. Pivotal Skill
3. Educational methods
4. Functionalism

Consequences
1. Gaining teamwork skills
2. Earn individual skills
3. Providing community needs

Critical circumstances
1. Quality
2. Future
3. Community Need

Intervener conditions
1. Equipment
2. Physical space
3. Economic factors
4. Degradation
5. Power absorption
6. Explore

Collaborative learner culture
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3. Discussion

The learning organization facilitates learning for all members and continually transmitted it. It also created new perspectives. It was a place where individuals constantly develop their ability to create whatever they want to create, learn new learning models and learn how to learn. The place to experiment was to experiment, transfer it and link it to the main goal. A learning organization guided the way of doing things, cared about employee training, reminds employees to be always interested in learning, sets up working groups, avoided risk of emphasis, and avoided blaming, with all-round communication staff established and provided the necessary information in a timely manner, teaches them the ability to develop realistic decision-making power, welcomes new ideas, promptly introduced regulations and directives, recognizes their client and directly communicated with them, provided continuous feedback to all employees and minimize punishments, raised awareness and consciousness as a key to the professional growth of employees, reinforced employee satisfaction and pride, in order to avoided self-regulation, distributes logically throughout the organization. Organizational learning occurs when a new perspective was created and communicated to all levels of the organization. This transfer takes place through partnership. Participatory and collaborative management for the management of in-patient knowledge where information and knowledge was shared and institutionalized across the organization, providing a ground for creating a learning organization (Mirsepasi, 2015).

In an organization where the learner's culture were collaborative, employee participation in the work that is related to it was a voluntary, intentional and informed participation that encourages the engagement of an individual that helped in achieving the goals of the group and in the responsibilities and their consequences (Godarzi, 2002).

If the implementation of participatory learner culture and its constituent systems were successful, the benefits and consequences of improving human relationships between management and staff, enhancing motivation in employees, improving workflow in the organization, creativity and innovation, reducing costs, increasing the sense of organizational affiliation in the employees and their alignment with the goals of the organization and ultimately increased the satisfaction of the staff and customers of this organization, which were community members and students. According to the model of collaborative learner organizational culture, the final satisfaction would be achieved. The final consent would be obtained when the needs of the community are met, individual and group needs are met (Roudy, 2008).

When these strategies are used it leads to the desired consequences, it can be said that satisfaction are gained from the educational organization of Khorasan Razavi(Taheri, 1998).
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